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IPSO PRIM ERO (3rd part of the series LOSTERY)
A project for electronics and a visual installation
Conception, music composition, and graphical creation: Clara Maïda

LOSTERY is a triptych of sound and visual installations which includes three electroacoustic pieces, Ipso
Ludo, Ipso Lotto, and Ipso Primero. Each electroacoustic work can eventually be associated with a piece for
solo contrabass clarinet and electronics.
The three pairs of pieces form then a trilogy: 1/ Lostery 1 - Ipso Ludo and Later jester; 2/ Lostery 2 - Ipso
Lotto and Later gambler; 3/ Lostery 3 - Ipso Primero and Later bluffer.
Each electroacoustic piece of the series (six channels) can be premiered as part as a concert or be
performed in a place where the visual installation is presented (a room or an art gallery). In both cases of
presentation, the six loudspeakers are set up in circle around the audience.
The title of the series condenses the words "lost" and "Lottery".
Thus it expresses a rather pessimistic state of mind according to which what have been brought into play
leads most of the time to failure. It accounts for the troubled times we have been through over the last few
years and for all the losers of the social, economic and political crisis, in Europe as well as all over the world.
LOSTERY questions two structural parameters which have a significant impact on our lives:
→ The cogwheels of the societal machine in which we are immersed and which mostly conditions
our destinies.
→ The notion of chance: it plays a part in the path that we will or will not be able to follow. It divides
individuals on the side of more or less lucky or unlucky according to the socio-political and
economic system of the country in which they were born (more or less favoured and equalitarian),
their life in a country at peace or at war, the socio-cultural level of the family they have been brought
up in, the possibility to study or not, the greater or lesser freedom of choice given to them, etc.
The three pairs of pieces in LOSTERY are articulated around games: tactical and strategy games in
LOSTERY 1 (chess), games of chance and money in LOSTERY 2 (the casino and its slot machines,
the roulette, the lottery), games of tactics, money and bluff in LOSTERY 3 (poker).
SOUND MATERIAL AND WRITING
Each electroacoustic work uses recordings of concrete sounds: in LOSTERY 1, the movements of the
pieces on the chessboard, the clock hit by the players, etc.; in LOSTERY 2, the dice shaken in a cup, the
slot machines, the sound of the jackpot, etc.; in LOSTERY 3, the chips on the poker table, the shuffled or cut
cards, etc.
The structure, the sound morphologies, and the space configurations are derived from the
characteristics of these different games. They reflect the shape of the objects used in these games (the
rectilinear grid pattern of the chessboard, the circularity of the lottery wheel and of the poker chips, the
cubical volume of the dice, for instance) as well as their movements (the way the different chess pieces are
moved on the chessboard - stepwise or diagonal movements, etc. -, the rotation of the lottery wheel, the
rebound of the balls that fall in the tumbler, the shaking of the dice in a cup, the shuffled cards, etc.).
Some kaleidoscopic-like sound arrangements also mimic the combinatory dimension common to
those games: the combinations in chess - forced sequences of moves (checkmate or stalemate and draw,
for instance), the combinations of the lottery’s winning numbers, the hierarchy in the various combinations of
the poker cards.
VISUAL DIMENSION
Each part of the series can be related to a particular visual installation whose various elements and
objects refer to one of these games.
A huge abstract machinery is projected onto a wall or a screen. Its graphical black and white motifs evoke
the complex cogwheels of a world beyond control. Real objects are placed on stands and the built objects
are scattered in space (see the images, page 5).

IPSO PRIMERO is the third part of LOSTERY.
Like for the other parts of the series, a CONCERT or a CONCERT/INSTALLATION is proposed.
In the second case, the electroacoustic work is presented with a visual installation and it is eventually
followed by a work for solo contrabass clarinet and electronics.
From the first to the last piece of the series, there is a passage from playing to coming into play,
from chess game ("jeu d’échecs") to a game of failure ("jeu de l’échec"). The strategy of the
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jester/bishop who, trying to make the King fall, identifies himself to power and falls down, counts on
a binary law - to win/to lose, double or quits - when chance finally gets the upper hand of tactics,
when economics - and its driving force, money - gets into politics. The player no longer controls his
pawns, the player is only a pawn in the game himself, governed by fate and luck. Chance, lottery,
bluff are his only weapons, on condition that the ball rolls to the right square, that the cards are
good.
LOSTERY
The increasing inequality rejects most people by the wayside,
they have lost. And those who are supposed to hold the reins
are lost.
One has the feeling to be trapped in a murky mechanism which
deals the cards at total random.

LOSTERY 1 - IPSO LUDO and LATER JESTER
Coined from the Latin word "ludo" ("game") and the Latin locution "ipso facto"
("by the very fact", "consequently, automatically"), the title of the
electroacoustic piece, Ipso Ludo, might mean "by the very game".
It is about becoming aware of what is at stake and what is at work.
In French, the word "fou" evokes both the buffoon ("jester") and corresponds
to the bishop piece in chess. Later jester questions the political and societal
choices of our time. It places to the front of the (sound) stage the buffoon
character who played such an important role in the mediaeval and
Renaissance courts.
In this first part of the series, the tactics still gets the upper hand of chance. But it is perverted,
and "by the very game" might then become "for the very game". Should one be the buffoon
("fou du roi") or the King of mad people ("roi des fous"), should one beat the King or become
a mad King? On the contemporary political chessboard, it becomes difficult to feel a
difference between jesters and powerful people whose antics make us want to laugh and cry
at the same time. That is why the sound world of the musical work oscillates between
grotesque and dread, between sniggering and moaning.
The short and brutal repeated split sounds of the contrabass clarinet mixed with the hoarse timbre of the
electronic sounds also evoke the Jack-in-the-box toys which suddenly spring from their box, eliciting in
children an effect of surprise in which fear and laughter are merged
LOSTERY 2 - IPSO LOTTO and LATER GAMBLER
The second piece expands the reflection on the political system to the economic one.
The title of the first piece, Ipso Ludo, skips to a new construction, Ipso Lotto ("by the very lot"), which evokes
the lottery and what chance allows us to get (or not).
Several plays on words cross through the series and create a kind of associative
network. The notion of failure ("échec") spreads to the second piece, with a
semantic sliding from game ("échecs") to reality.
In Later jester, the King has lost (checkmate). In Later gambler, the gamble is lost
and people are the great losers this time, the victims of inequality. Lost.
Another sliding occurs. The name "Jack" connects the Jack-in-the-box toy, always
dressed as a buffoon ("jester") - to the bipolar swing between a losing or winning
lottery: the jackpot or jack shit (nothing).
Later gambler refers to the games of chance and gambling.
The musical material of the electroacoustic part is originated from different recorded sounds: a lottery wheel,
coins cascading from a slot machine, dice thrown into a cup, balls rolling on the roulette, etc.
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The French term "fou" both indicates the court jester in the Medieval and Renaissance Period and the bishop in chess. The play on words
cannot be translated into English.

LOSTERY 3 - IPSO PRIMERO and LATER BLUFFER
The word "primero" indicates the "prime" game ("la prime", in French) that is the ancestor of poker. After Ipso
Ludo and Ipso Lotto, the title Ipso Primero could mean this time "by the very poker".
The title of the mixed piece, Later bluffer, evokes the essential quality for a poker player: bluff.
SOUND MATERIAL AND WRITING
From the recording of sounds related to poker (dealing and cutting cards, chips set up on the table, etc.),
various electronic treatments (filters, granulation, etc.) are used for their transformation and for the
realization of the electroacoustic work.
The musical writing develops the search for morphologies close to the recorded and transformed sounds. On
a structural level, different kaleidoscopic configurations mimic the combinations of cards encountered in
poker game.
LOSTERY 3 - GRAPHICAL CREATION - Projection of a fixed image, paintings and objects - Clara
Maïda
Pushing further the principle of Lostery 2, the premiere of the work takes place in a specific space in which
sound and visual elements are narrowly interwoven.
An abstract machinery is projected onto a screen located behind the musician. Its graphical black and white
motifs recall the shape of the chips and the cards used for poker.
In front of this screen, different real objects related to this game are placed on stands (a poker case, three
carousel cases with chips and cards). Moreover, built objects create a connection between the shapes of the
real objects (chips, cards) and the graphical motifs of the machinery.
On one of the walls, behind the objects, a triptych of paintings forms another assembling, echoing the black
and white graphics of the projection and of the built objects.
This abstract machinery is made of a complex
interlocking of minimal units and threads.
It evokes a kind of entangled web in which the
individuals are trapped and it also proposes a visual
counterpoint to the sound mechanics of the musical
work.
The recorded then transformed sounds merge and
seem to give the image a rhythmical life. The
accumulation of all these visual and sound
connections induces the perception of a kinetic,
"bruitist" and machinic whole.
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Real objects placed in the room
Various objects related to poker - a poker case, three carousels with chips and cards, additional white chips
and black chips, playing cards - are placed on stands (see the simulation, page 6).

Poker case

Poker chips

Carousel with chips
and cards

Playing cards

"Derived" objects are built so as to create a connection between these objects used for poker and the
abstract machinery which is visible both on the projected image and on the triptych of paintings placed
behind the objects.

LOSTERY 2 - REMINDER OF THE CREATION PROCESS OF THE OBJECTS - Clara Maïda

Built objects: Lostery 2 - © Clara Maïda, 2016

From Lotto balls, thirty spheres or so, made of wood or polystyrene, with dimensions varying from a 4- to 30-cm diameter, are
distributed on stands placed on the floor. Their black and white graphical motifs recall that of the machinery.
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From the dice, ten or so small wooden cubes, with dimensions varying from a 2- to 5- cm volume, are divided between the balls. Their
graphical motifs are identical to that of the balls and the machinery.
(See the photos of the premiere of Lostery 2, page 6).

LOSTERY 3 - GRAPHICAL CREATION - BUILDING OF THE OBJECTS - Clara Maïda
To the bipolarity of Lostery 2 (black motifs on a white background) is added another binary opposition which consists in inverting both
colours (white motifs on a black background). Not only does it echo the white chips and the black chips of poker, but also the opposition
between the black and the white chess pieces (Lostery 1).

From black and white poker chips, thirty circular quoits or so, made of wood and polystyrene, with various dimensions and a shape
recalling that of the chips, are divided on stands placed on the floor. Their graphical motifs are identical to that of the machinery.

From playing cards, plates made of polystyrene and cardboard, with a shape recalling that of the cards, are divided between the quoits.
Their graphical motifs are identical to that of the quoits and the machinery
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A mirror-like machinery projected onto a screen (black motifs on a white background and white motifs on a black background)

LOSTERY 3 - SIMULATION OF THE INSTALLATION (Drawing: Clara Maïda, 2017)

LOSTERY 2 - PHOTOGRAPHIES OF THE PREMIERE
Éclat Festival, Stuttgart, February 3rd, 2017 - Premiere of Ipso Lotto and Later gambler
Contrabass clarinet: Theo NABICHT - Technical processing: Éclat Festival

